Abstract -By using linear analysis the robustness of the induction motor decoupling adaptation system is studied and quantitative analytical results are given. The simulation results of the system verify the analytical results.
INTRODUCTION
The high-performance slipfrequency control of an induction motor, which is often called the vector control or decoupling control of induction motor, is considered to be one of the best ac variable speed drives [1, 2] . Combining the model decoupling adaptation system technique [ 3 ] , an induction motor decoupling adaptation system was proposed [4] .
However, since the decoupling control of induction motor reaches the decoupling only in steady state [5] , the robustness question arises in an induction motor decoupling adaptation system in which an ideal induction motor decoupling state is supposed. This paper analyzes the robustness of the induction motor decoupling adaptation system and gwes quantitative analytical results. The example in this paper shows that when the parameters of the adaptation mechanism are located in the robustness region, the induction motor decoupling adaptation system can work very well. The simulation results of the system venfy the analytical results.
as the rotor mechanical angular equation is
where T, is load torque. In the design process it is treated as a disturbance. So the simplified induction motor model is
A block diagram of an induction motor decoupling adaptation system is given in Fig. 1 . It is assumed that under the decoupling control strategy in the a+ axis which is synchronously rotating with the ac power source frequency FA:
4, pef = q x = constant (1) It is noted that (6) is only held in steady state. So it should be determined whether the design of the induction motor decoupling adaptation system is valid when a simplified Jmf system model is used in the designing stage. This is the (12) robustness issue of the induction motor decoupling % adaptation system. As the system of Fig. 1 is a nonlinear
system, in order to use linear analytical techniques which
I"*
can gwes quantitative results, the system needs to be linearized at one operating point. Let con stunt and there exist q" =-
fW-=qmJ-yks J"J -112)
when ,e# 0, the adaptation mechanism will generate an adaptive signal ilp2 i , , , = -Ayam + Aqr
By using Lyapunov stability theory, the adaptive laws of the parameters can be determined so that
under this condition Combining (26) and (27),
so it is convenient to choose
when e# 0, there should be From Fig. 1 and (14) , From the root-locus of (42), the stability and the dynamics characteristic of Fig. 1 can be determined. The robustious parameters vl and v2 can be found from the root-locus of (42) if they exist. Table 1 Parameters of the test motor
EXAMPLE
The parameters of the test motor are listed in Table 1 and L1, L, and A 4 should multiply a factor (2/3) in a-P axis.
Choosing T=0.25 s in the reference model, the yf and gref can be calculated from (12), (13) (42) and the root-locus is shown in Fig.2a , so the system of Fig.1 will be unstable. The simulation results of Fig. 2b, 2c and 2d also prove the instability of the system. Note that this case is in a "decoupling state", and accordmg to the design strategy, the system should be globally stable.
But as noted in [5, 6] , the decoupling control strategy (1)- (5) only realized "static" decoupling or "nearly dynamics decoupling" when L, -+O. When L g O , it is necessary to choose the adaptation parameter vl, v2 very carefully because the global stability is not guaranteed. On the other hand, this shows that the linear analysis presented in this paper works very well.
Case two : when V~=~O -~, ~2 = i O -~, J=Sef, r2=(l/2)rzref, the root-locus of (42) iH Fig. 3a shows that the system still has good dynamics characteristics and loaded ability when the load changmg and the decoupling condtion is destroyed. This shows that the system has a strong robust character in the region of some adaptation parameters and the robustness analysis works.
CONCLUSION
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